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Taking Shexue in Fujian of Ming Dynasty as a researching object, 
connecting it to the cultural education and social evolution of the time, the thesis 
systematically analyses Shexue in Fujian of Ming Dynasty, its history, state of 
development, teachers and students, teaching and management, as well as its role 
in rural civilization. It explores the characteristics of development and influences 
of Shexue in Fujian of Ming Dynasty. 
At first, the paper studies the state of development of Shexue in Fujian of 
Ming Dynasty comprehensively, summarizes its characteristics of development, 
and explains its rise and fall in detail. 
The second chapter analyses the evolution of the founding systems of 
Shexue and the influence of the non-official powers on it by studying the origins 
of fund, the way of its spending and management. 
In the third part, it mainly introduces the teachers and students and the state 
of teaching in Shexue, and explores the relationship between teachers and 
students and the characteristics of its teaching,  
The fourth chapter expatiates on the role of Shexue in rural civilization by 
studying its functions. It believes that as an elementary education agency of 
Ming Dynasty, Shexue is an important part of Ming Dynasty’s education system. 
It not only assumes the functions of elementary education, but also is an effective 
mean of rural civilization. 
In the conclusion, it summarizes the major views of the paper, and points 
out its substance and the existing problems.  
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